
Happenings at 

‘Ulu Yam Sendat Falls’ 
 

Run Nr.:  3708 
Date:  29th December 2014 

Hare:  Jeff leong 
Co-Hares:  Leong Pang Wai, Eddie Khor, Boey, Lioe, Tyson Foo Young 

Hew 
Runners: 70 

Distance:  ~ 6km. 
Checks: 5 

FROPs:  Ansy Low 

Time: 7pm. 

Guests:  Bobby, Anson, Kenny Chong and Jamie 

Returnees: Ken and Mark 
 

It was raining all day today in KL as well as in Ulu Yam, varying between 
light and heavy. Traffic was bad in some areas and many members were 

turning up just in time. But fortunately, the rain gods held up for Mother 
Hash and it stopped raining just as the run was to start. 

 
In wet track and dry weather, On Sec ran along followed by the walking 

pack. The first check was close by and it was quickly broken. Some turned 
back and did a road walk and did not seem to miss the run. All along the 

road, we could hear the pack calling, meaning they were quite close to 
the road. In fact they all returned just after the walking pack. First runner 

in was Andy Low at sharp 7pm. All others by 7.30pm. 
 

Circle started early and this time On Sec got an ex-member as the butler, 

an ex-member from 43 years ago, Ken Buchanan. Ah Kah was on hand to 
train him. 

 
The hare and the co-Hares were next up. Half thought it was a good run 

and the other half did not. So they got a good song and ‘that’ song as well 
…….at the same time! 

 
On Cash is still on holiday, on his own money we hope. On Sec made the 

pleas on his behalf. 
 

Guests were Bobby (left), Anson (left), Kenny (Cheras Hash) and Jamie 
from England. They had a good welcome from Mother. 

Kenny had run with us before so he should be a returnee. So he remained 
and Ken and Mark got up as returnees. Ken was a member 43 years ago 

and Mark, his son, had run with us 15 years ago. Only Dennis Khoo being 

the longest member around now, could somewhat recall Ken. On Sec had 
to stop him reminiscing and give the returnees a drink. 



 

On Sec then kept Ken, Mark and got Jamie up again. (Jamie is Mark’s 
brother-in-law). The On Sec told the members that Ken and Mark were 

Scottish and Jamie is English. 
He said that the Scottish were very jealous of us Malaysians. Members 

and the 3 on the box were of course confused. On Sec went on to explain 
that we in Malaysia have got our independence from the English but the 

Scots haven’t yet!! 
 

On Sec got Wong Chee Keong up. He sells shoes but had no stock today, 
of all the days, because Barry needed a pair as he forgot his, as he 

sometimes does. But surprisingly, Kana has a stock of used pairs, so 
Barry was saved. Good show Kana. All three for the drink. 

 
Interhash Sec was up for his announcements. 

He also got Ah Meng up and asked if he had Hardy’s birthday run shirt 

from early this year. Ah Meng said, Yes, he did not have the shirt. So 
Hardy gave him a specially printed birthday run shirt. 

 
Then of course, members always spot anyone with new shoes. (How 

come members like Playboy Choo never get caught?).  
This time it was Jamie, so he was up. But Ken was a member and he 

should have advised him! So Ken and Jamie had a drink out of Jamie’s 
shoe. 

 
The Bomoh for the night was Bon. 

 
He said that there were 20 guests who could not find the runsite and were 

probably still circling around Ulu Yam. What a loss of guest’s fees! Just 
because the Hare did not put up hash signs. Hare got a drink. 

The Bomoh said that the hare asked for 3 packs of paper, instead of the 

usual 1. 9000 pieces! Hare said for a long run. But it was a very short 
run. Mastermind Tyson and other co-hares were all up. They dared to 

falsely accuse the Bomoh (in his capacity as JM) of calling the hare and 
telling him to make it a short run. All got a drink. 

 
Ah Kah was up next. He was thanked for doing road repairs by putting 

branches and stones, warning of a large pothole. Missed his calling? 
Perhaps he missed another calling too? Ah Kah tried his hand at match 

making 2 members, Ah Siong and Ah Lek, at an unmentionable chapter. 
 

On Sec then called up the hare. Many have not seen him around too 
much. So all were surprised when he got a 10-year membership patch. 

And a drink. Poor chap had too many and full cups too. 
 

He was happy when called to give directions to Hock Lay for the ON ON. 

 



On On. 

 
 

PIX OF THE RUN 

  

  

  
 



  

  

  



 
 



 

 


